CHAPTER IV
CONCLUSION

4.1 Conclusion

This research is to identify the types of directive in *TV Series Jungle Run* and to explain the factor that influence the speaker in using directive. After analyzing 19 data in the previous chapter, the writer finds three types of directive. These data are classified into three types of directive proposed by Kreidler (1998, p. 189). They are command, request, and suggestion. The writer also finds 3 of 4 factors that influence the speaker in using directive proposed by Thomas (1995, p. 125). They are power of speaker, social distance, and right and obligation.

There are 19 data are found in *British Children’s Television Series Jungle Run Season 8*. According to the first question in this study, 19 data show the application of three types of directive. They are 11 data for command, 2 data for request and 6 data for the suggestion. These data show the interaction between The Jungle Guide and the explorers. In facing the challenge.

Besides that, there are four factors that influence the speaker in using directive. They are power, social distance, size of imposition and rights and obligations. Jungle guide has a power to guide the explorers to finish some challenges and the explorers has to follow the direction from Jungle Guide.